NOTICE

Extension of 3rd party sampling facilities (Optional) for all categories of consumers/bidders towards procurement of coal from ECL sources.

We are pleased to extend the facility of 3rd party sampling for determination of admissible grade of coal for all categories of consumers towards procurement of coal from ECL sources.

In this connection, consumers desirous of availing such facilities should take note of the following:

1. The facility of 3rd party sampling is available on optional basis to the desirous consumers/bidders on cost sharing basis after completion of necessary formalities.
2. The facility of 3rd party sampling has to be availed by the 3rd party agencies approved by CIL. Presently M/s QCI and M/s ISM Dhanbad have been issued LOI by CIL to undertake such exercise. The details of 3rd party agencies are as under:

   | Dr Nikkam Suresh                | Mr Rahul Singh                |
   | Prof. Mineral Engineering      | Project Manager, Quality Council of India |
   | Dept of Fuel & Mineral Engineering | 2nd Floor, Institute of Engineers Building |
   | Indian School of Mines, Dhanbad | 2 Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg, New Delhi |

3. The option of choice with regard to selecting the 3rd party agencies amongst the approved agencies of CIL will rest with the party desirous of availing such facility and after finalizing the same; they should indicate their preference to ECL.
4. The consumers/bidders are required to execute a tripartite agreement with the approved 3rd party agency and ECL as per the approved draft agreement of CIL.
5. In order to execute the agreement, the consumers/bidders are required to arrange 3 stamp papers of Rs.100/- each.
6. The person signing the agreement should be duly authorized by your competent authority to execute such agreement in presence of a witness known to the authorized signatory.
7. The details of the valid orders presently placed on ECL duly certified by DGM (M&S) ECL or his authorized representative dealing in such matter should be submitted at the time of executing the agreement.
8. The consumers/bidders are required to indicate the tentative quantity to be handled for such exercise for incorporating the same in the agreement.
9. Once intending consumer/bidder is ready with the above, they should get in touch with QC Department, ECL for fixing up a schedule for executing the agreement at ECL HQ.
10. The approved draft agreement is also uploaded on the website for ready reference.

General Manager (QC)